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Venus in Aquariys_ represents a sense of harmony with the
universe as a wholei positive outlook and attitudes,
associations through friendship.
ilupiter in Aquarius represents the urge to extend and expand,
satisfaction, harmony, the faculty to survey the whole;
consciousness of a specific goal.

The principle of the Sun/t{oon,/Mercury/Venus/Jupiter Conjunct
is:

t spirit and souL, the conscious and unconscious, vital,ity and
L feeling, bringing about harmonious character, inner balänce,

the making of contacts with partners and friends, joint
success. Harmonious coorindation between spirituar and
emotional as well as masculiner/feminine; soünd mental and
emotional dispositions; desire for joint endeavor.

The Sun sextile Uranus, the ruler of Aquarius, represents theprobable manifestations of development of progressive minds,
originality and the conscious concentration upon an objectiveor aim with farseeing minds.

The l'loon squäre Mars represents the manifestation of strongwiIls, intensified by feeling and enterprises started with-
vigour.

Pluto sextile Neptunen In this particular configuration ofpranetsr vro find Neptune, the higher or spirituai mind, in
harmonious aspect vrith pruto, the pranet of change. pluto hasalso been attributed with the attribute of being able to bring

L- influences that enable individuals to see both tfre past and tÄefuture as though standing on a bridge of time.
Pluto vrill begin a retrograde cycre on Eebruary 9. pruto istf,r. planet of revolutionary change and ideas - removing of theoldr rather dramatically, to rnakä way for the ne\d. Fröm theperiod of 2/9/86 to 7/Ls/80, individüaIs invorved in theproject wil} find themselves carefully and slowly evaluaEingthe information being given. At the änd of this time, it wiff
seem as though each has been dramatically changed and ready to
move forward in new and unique vrays

Ilars/Saturn conjunction relates to correspondence of groups,
endurance, strength and indefatigablness.
In addition to all of the indicators for Voya get t Feburary g,
1986, brings a New Moon, a period of time tä begin new veituresfor growth and success. ThA New Moon brinEs fräsh thoughts andamibtions and is a fertile and ambitious time to sor., the seedsof new beginnings.
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